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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

LD820™ RFX® Bluetooth® Indicator Simplifies TMR Applications 

Minneapolis – Intercomp, a leading innovator in the design and manufacturing of systems 
combining wireless control with precision weighing capabilities, introduces the LD820™ RFX® 
Bluetooth® Indicator, an advanced indicator ideal for TMR applications.  

“Intercomp’s LD820 delivers the best value for a TMR scale indicator. Bluetooth technology 
streamlines the process of integrating with leading ration management software. The intuitive 
design paired with optional RD800 Remote Display, or HH520 Wireless Handheld cab control, 
simplifies the batching process,” explained Billy Folkerts, Sales Representative for Intercomp 
On-Board/Agricultural Products. 

The LD820™ features a 6" x 2" Alphanumeric LCD Display which provides clear visibility in all 
lighting conditions and large tactile buttons for easy use, even while wearing gloves. The 
intuitive nature of the indicator reduces training needs, making it accessible to more users. 
Intercomp’s LD820™ features three total RS232 outputs, including two bilateral outputs.  

The LD820™ indicator works directly with RD800™ LED Remote Display to display weights and 
integrated Bluetooth® technology facilitates direct communication with feed management 
programs. Intercomp’s patented RFX® wireless technology allows communication with 
handheld remotes, such as the HH520™ Wireless Handheld Indicator, with line-of-sight 
connectivity of up to 300 ft (90 m).  

Intercomp manufactures state-of-the-art on-board weighing solutions for farm and agricultural 
applications that are designed for rugged environments while monitoring a wide range of 
payloads. Intercomp’s on-board weighing and automated control systems with RFX™ Wireless 
communication offer a complete solution compatible with a variety of equipment. 

For further information, please contact Intercomp at 800-328-3336, worldwide +1 763-476-
2531, fax +1 763-476-2613 or write Intercomp, 3839 County Road 116, Medina, MN 55340-
9342 USA.  Feel free to contact us by E-mail at info@intercompcompany.com or visit us on the 
web at IntercompCompany.com. 
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